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Slovní hodnocení zaměřené na splněníjednotlivých cílů, přínos práce ajejí celkovou úroveň:

The thesis present a highly interesting study involving a very significant topic with a large practical application
potential. A more extensive penetration of thermochromic securiý elements into the packaging industry would
certainly result into an increased consumer confidence and better intelectual property holder protection against fiaud.

I find the scope ofboth theoretical as well as practical parts ofthe thesis to be adequate, all relevant issues are
included. References including recent research papers as well as respected monographies were sensibly selected and
properly cited. The experimental part is reasonably planned providing useful results, which are neatly presented,

logically discussed and correctly concluded.

I have minor objections with respect to the thesis formal structure and content: I miss explicit statement of the thesis

objectives (they are mentioned in the abstract and then discussed in conclusion). The theoretical part contains rather

too small number of figures and explanatory schemes. For example, the hysteresis loop described on page 32 would

certainly deserve a conesponding figure. Including more figures would certainly make the thesis more accesible for

the reader. Moreover, as a chemist, I Íind the description of the thermochromic pigments structure too short and

vague. I understand this may be caused by the technology oriented focus ofthe thesis, but againat least a few more
figures would improve the overall impression. A few more pages describing the principles of used measuring
techniques would be also welcome.

I was very happy with the language, the thesis was a pleasure to read. Also the page layout and text formating was
pleasing.

lnspite of my minor objections and comments, I find the thesis to be a very valuable piece oíwork and generally

succesfull in fulfilling the assignment.



Otazlq pro obhajobu:

I would like to place the following questions, comments and discussion topics:

Page l3: Please explain how the negative parts of r-, g-, b- color matching fuctions are avoided. What is the key
principle enabling the creation of all-positive x-, y- and z- color matching functions fiom the original r-, g-, b-?
Page 3 t: If a radiation dose is reported in kl/m2, then the involved spectral regions should be explicitely specified.
Which spectral regions are ment in this particular case? UV only, or
W+VIS?
Page32; Is there any explanation or theory suggested for the explanation ofhysteresis behaviour ofthermochromic
inks?
Page 39: Color management engine may have significant influence on the result of color transformation. Based on
your experience, how do youview its role in this particular case.
Do you expect to get identical results with other engine?
Page 58: The description of subjective evaluation methodology is not explicit. Did only the author evaluate ther
visual appearance of the stuďed test charts or were more evaluators included? Since the color TC ink change is
rather subtle, a more populated and mixed genre observer group may reveal some interesting data about the actual
perception and functionality ofthe TC patterns.
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